Abstract-The development of the C light project led to the application of new formalisms and method implementations that facilitate the verification of C programs. The mixed axiomatic seman tics provides a choice between simplified and general inference rules of verification conditions (VC) depending on the program objects and their properties. The LLVM infrastructure greatly simplifies the implementation of the analyzer and translator of C light programs. The semantic labeling method proposed earlier can now be safely used in verification conditions during their proving. A program from well known verification competition is considered in order to illustrate the applicability of the system.
INTRODUCTION
The verification of C programs is an urgent problem, since the C language is widely used in system pro gramming. Let us consider two projects on C program verification that are ideologically similar to ours.
One approach was proposed under the project WHY [10] of the institute INRIA. In fact, WHY is a platform suitable for the verification of many imperative languages. An intermediate language under the same name WHY in which input programs are translated was defined. This translation is aimed to generate verification conditions (VC) independent of theorem provers. The WHY platform serves as the basis of Frama C, which provides static analysis and deductive verification.
Microsoft Research [8] is developing the VCC project. Programs are translated into logical formulas using a Boogie tool, which combines the intermediate language Boogie PL and a generator of verification conditions. These conditions are checked by the SMT solver Z3. Boogie PL is not limited only to sup porting the C language. For example, it is also used in the Spec# project. However, translation into another language is a certain disadvantage of the approach, since the proof of the correctness of this trans lation is not presented (the same is true for the project WHY).
C light is an expressive subset of C. Two level approach [3] and mixed axiomatic semantics [4] were proposed in order to verify C light programs.
At the first stage, we translate the source C light program into the C kernel program. C kernel is a sub set of C light. At the second stage, verification conditions are generated by rules of mixed axiomatic semantics.
Our two level approach to the verification of C programs has a theoretical justification. Theorems of the translation correctness of C light into C kernel and of the correctness of mixed axiomatic semantics of C kernel were proved [4] . Another advantage of the method is the full operational and axiomatic for malization of C light. On the one hand, it allows us to express various properties (e.g., memory sharing). On the other hand, it leads to cumbersome verification conditions. The mixed axiomatic semantics method is used [4] in order to overcome this problem. It is a combination of a two level verification method of C programs and mixed axiomatic semantics of C kernel. The word "mixed" means that there are several inference rules for one and the same programming construct that are uniquely applied depend ing on the context. In many cases, the use of special inference rules makes it possible to simplify the veri fication conditions. In [15] , an extensible multilanguage system of analysis and verification SPECTRUM was described. In this paper, we present a system in which our methods are implemented in the context of verification of C programs.
The diagram of the verification system of C light programs is given in the figure.
At the stage of proof, the automated theorem prover Simplify is used [9] . If the prover was not able to check the truth of verification condition, the user can submit additional axioms. If all the verification con ditions are proved, the program is partially correct. Otherwise, the user should revise the program or its specification and repeat the verification in the system.
TRANSLATION FROM C LIGHT INTO C KERNEL
During the development of the project, a new approach to the implementation of the translator from C light into C kernel was selected (see [2] for details). It was decided to use existing tools for the lexical analysis and construction of an internal representation of the annotated C light programs. The choice was made in favor of C++ API provided by Clang compiler and virtual machine LLVM. This toolset has the following advantages (1) API makes it possible to use object oriented analysis and design in the development of the transla tor. It simplifies the development and introduction of changes in the already implemented translator. The task of making changes is relevant in connection with work on the extension of C light [3] .
(2) The programming language C++, in which the API of the compiler Clang is written, makes it pos sible to annotate some parts of its own code with ACSL specifications.
In considering the program code implementing the translator, it is important to pay attention to the classes from Clang API, the objects of which were used in this program, and to the classes on which the implementation of the translation rules from [3] is based.
In Clang API, the internal representation of a program is called AST. API provides quite a large set of classes to work with it. It is most convenient to solve translation problems using those of them that are responsible for the implementation of the design pattern Visitor. In classical book [1] , the designation of the pattern Visitor is given as follows: "It describes the operation performed on each object of some structure." The following classes from a fairly large number of classes that are responsible for the imple mentation of the pattern Visitor were used in Clang API.
RecursiveASTVisitor is the class that makes it possible to traverse all AST and visit each node using the depth first search. This class makes it possible to inherit from it and override methods that are called in the processing of relevant AST nodes.
SourceLocation is the class that is responsible for the location of an object in the source code. Note that, in the implementation of translation rules using the class SourceLocation, it is possible to store code areas in which changes were made and to create a protocol using which it is possible to return to structures of the C light program from structures of the C kernel program. Such a protocol is important for the problem of error localization from [16] . 
AUTOMATIC C PROGRAM VERIFICATION 409
Clang API also simplifies the implementation of a translator from C kernel into the prefix form. The prefix form is a linear record of a tree structure in which any program can be represented. It is necessary that the generator of verification conditions was distracted by syntactic features of the programming lan guage as little as possible; therefore, it receives the program code in the most simplified form. The prefix form completely satisfies these requirements. In the translator from C light into the prefix form, the whole AST is traversed. This traverse starts with declarations of the top level. When implementing the translator, the following feature of the Clang API was used: in AST nodes that are declarations of functions, this API makes it possible to obtain lists of declarations, statements, and expressions that make up the body of the function. The elements of these lists are also AST nodes. Next, the AST part reachable from these nodes is traversed.
For a given annotated C program, it is important to know whether it is possible to use the mixed axi omatic semantics for its verification. The concept described in [13] consists in the selection of the classical scheme in order to access the values of the objects that are not accessed by their addresses. In the analyzer, the search for such objects is implemented quite simply by the Clang API. First, a list of all the variables of the program is made. Then, each variable from this list is checked for the possibility of application of the address operator. Such testing is implemented by traversing AST using RecursiveASTVisitor heir class.
If the program is incorrect with respect to its specifications, it is necessary to find the source of the problems in the program. This task is solved by tracing unproven verification conditions in the source pro gram. To do this, it is sufficient to develop a protocol that makes it possible to return from the C kernel program to the original constructs of the C light program. In order to implement such a protocol, after each application of the translation rule, the translator adds meta data to the code of the annotated C ker nel program.
Let us consider an example of the addition of metadata when one of the translation rules is applied. The code before the application of the translation rule is as follows: 56. for(; i > 0 ; i++){ 57. k++; 58. continue; 59. j++; 60. } Here, the numbers 56-60 are line numbers added for clarity. The code is after the application of the trans lation rules:
78. /* begin changes BCE5 17 79-84 */ 79. for(; i > 0; i++){ 80. j++; 81. goto 1; 82. k++; 83. 1: 84. } 85. /* end changes */ The reverse translator from C kernel into C light works iteratively. At each iteration, information about all the applications of the translation rules is reviewed. During the review, the search for metadata that contains the largest number of application of a translation rule is carried out. Then, a translation rule opposite to the considered one is applied. The considered metadata is replaced by a new one.
Let us consider the example of the execution of one of the iterations. Suppose that, in this iteration, the metadata stored in the following piece of code contain the largest number of applications of a transla tion rule:
69 If during verification any errors are found, the reverse translator receives data on the range of lines of the annotated C kernel programs in which this error should be sought. Next, the reverse translator performs all the iterations and, as a result of their execution, it obtains the original annotated C light program with metadata added by it. In this metadata, the reverse translator finds the narrowest range in which the con sidered line range of the annotated C kernel program is embedded. The metadata in which the required range was found bounds a part of the program using the comment /* begin reverse … */ and the appropriate comment /* end reverse */. This is the area that contains an error.
GENERATION OF VERIFICATION CONDITIONS
The generator of verification conditions is based on the mixed axiomatic semantics of the C kernel language [4] . It is implemented in C++. The generator input file is the output file of the translator from C light into C kernel, which contains the annotated C kernel program in the prefix form. The program and its specification are stored in the tree structure, which makes it easier to conduct the necessary sub stitutions according to the rules of the mixed axiomatic semantics.
The rules of the mixed axiomatic semantics are constructed as follows: (1) We move from the beginning of the program to its end and remove the leftmost operator (at the upper level) by applying the corresponding rule (forward tracing).
(2) At each step, we apply one and only one rule (inference uniqueness). The algorithm for translation of loop invariants from C light into C kernel was also implemented [4] . The concept of mixed axiomatic semantics consists in the development of several variants of inference rules for one and the same program construct, which are applied depending on the context. For example, we have two rules for the assignment statement. The first one is for nonshared variables (i.e., the values of which cannot be accessed through pointers), the second one is for shared variables (i.e., the values of which can be accessed through pointers). In order to identify these variables and select an appropriate rule, a search algorithm for nonshared and shared variables was developed [5] .
Let us consider the general inference rule for the simple assignment statement
Here, e 0 does not contain function calls and casting operators. The recording P(V ← V') denotes the replacement of all occurences of the metavariable V in the formula P for V'. The version of this rule when x is a nonshared variable has the form At the final stage, all the verification conditions are written to the output file in a format that meets the input language of Simplify prover.
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EXAMPLE-FINDING THE MAXIMUM IN AN ARRAY
Currently, we use programs from the competition COST IC0701 [7] and the 1st Verified Software Competition [11] for experiments in our system. A distinctive feature of comparing the efficiency of veri fication systems consists in that they are compared not only by performance (measured in (milli)seconds). The crucial issue is the ability of a toolkit to verify a certain class of programs. Experiments show that our system is powerful enough in order to cope with the considered examples.
Here, we consider one of the examples (information on other examples can be found in [13] ). A non empty array of integers is given. The function max() should return the index of the maximal element in a. We used the specifications proposed by the Dafny team [12] . We also presented them in the proper form to be processed by Simplify. However, in practice, annotations in the ACSL language are translated in this syn tax by the program from Section 2.
The C kernel annotated program has the form: /* (AND (NEQ a |@NULL|) (> length 0)) */ int max(int* a, int length) { auto int x = 0; auto int y = length -1; /* (AND (<= 0 x) (< x length) (<= 0 y) (< y length) (>= y The VC generator produces four conditions. Let us consider one of them (IMPLIES (AND (AND (<= 0 x) (< x length) (<= 0 y) (< y length) (>= y x) (FORALL (i) (IMPLIES (AND (<= 0 i) (<= i x)) (OR (<= (select a i) (select a x)) (<= (select a i) (select a y))))) (FORALL (i) (IMPLIES (AND (<= y i) (<= i (-length 1))) (OR (<= (select a i) (select a x)) (<= (select a i) (select a y)))))) (NOT (NEQ x y))) (AND (<= 0 x) (< x length) (FORALL (i) (IMPLIES (AND (<= 0 i) (< i length)) (>= (select a x) (select a i)))))). It can be proved by Simplify using only the standard semantics of selection of array elements.
x) (FORALL (i) (IMPLIES (AND (<= 0 i) (<= i x) (OR (<= a[i] a[x]) (<= a[i] a[y])))) (FORALL (i) (IMPLIES (AND (<=

WORK WITH VERIFICATION CONDITIONS
During the experiments, studies of formal error localization and explanation of verification conditions were further developed.
Let us recall that the main idea of the approach is to extend Hoare inference rules by special semantic labels. Labels reflect the contribution of syntactic structures in the condition inference and show roles of subformulas in relation to the purpose of the whole condition.
Let us illustrate it with an example of the marked rule for the composition
According to the labels, we need to ensure explicitly that the intermediate assertion R is a postcondi tion and a precondition for the statements S 1 S 2 , respectively. The advantage of this method is that the original Hoare rules for C kernel do not change. We just mark them with labels.
Further, during the inference, we obtain labeled VC. Labels can be extracted from them, normalized, and used to generate explanations for VC in natural language with the help of special text patterns.
A new extension of this approach is associated with the error localization problem. Earlier labels were extracted from VC in order to prove it. In the case of an error, the prover provided a counterexample, and the user had to manually correlate it with the original formula and explanation for the original formula. For realistic (i.e., complex) VC, it becomes a challenging task.
Therefore, the concept of the explicit introduction of labels in VC was proposed, so that the truth of logical formulas was not changed and counterexamples contained labels. Let us recall that, in addition to the description of the "meaning" of subformulas, labels store information about the original points of the program (i.e., they localize subformulas). At the same time, it is desirable to make this concept work, even in a quiet "primitive" Simplify prover.
Patterns of the Simplify prover are used as a tool for working with labels in logical formulas. Initially, labeled logical terms are translated into so called S expressions. Namely, when encountering terms of the form it translates it into where op' is the appropriate LISP representation for op. For example, an equality sign = is replaced with L_EQ. Finally, we should establish a connection between the new names L_op' and standard keywords. Thus, for the sign =, the following pattern will be used:
(FORALL (e1 e2 dum) (PATS (L_EQ e1 e2 dum)) (EQ e1 e2))
Thus, each VC transferred to Simplify should be proved in such an environment. Fortunately, a set of functional/operational names and logical connectives is finite. We can create a library of such patterns for our experiments with C light programs. Moreover, the user does not need to learn these patterns. When the user receives a counterexample, the only thing he has to do is to find the marked terms (rather straight forward) and find corresponding parts in the VC explanation.
For example, if a user forgot to put an exclamation point in the loop condition (the example from Sec tion 4), it will lead to a dangerous situation. The program will be successfully compiled and executed with unpredictable results (even with an emergency stop). In the VC considered above, the corresponding term takes the form (NOT(NOT y)). Simplify will signal that y cannot simultaneously be both a propositional and an integer variable. If we use the method of labels, the counterexample will contain the following:
(L_NOT (L_NOT y (label_loop-cond n 1 )) (label_loop-exit n 2 )), where n 1 and n 2 are the corresponding program lines. It greatly helps to find the problem source.
In [16] , two examples of the use of this approach for the explanation of the VC and error localization were considered.
6. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we presented a system of verification of C light programs based on our new formal methods. In many cases, the complexity of the verification conditions inherent in the general axiomatic seman tics of C kernel can be avoided. The formal selection between the simplified and standard Hoare rules was implemented in the mixed axiomatic semantics.
The successful operation of the generator of verification conditions, as well as the error localization method, depends greatly on the first module of the verification system (Fig. 1) . Because of the constant addition of new features (such as ACSL) and methods, it is necessary to abandon traditional tools (such as Flex/Bison) in favor of more convenient ones. The API and analysis tools provided by the LLVM infra structure and Clang compiler significantly reduced the efforts for the development of our system. Thus, we can recommend these tools in order to solve similar problems.
We also demonstrated the successful application of our methods to program verification. Despite the fact that this program is quite simple, it can be a challenge for verification systems based on Hoare logic, which is confirmed by the verification competition.
In the future, we plan to improve the implementation of our modules, extend the set of examples, and conduct experiments with SMT solver Z3.
